My father, his Manners and Me

By Ludivine L
Nothing is ever good

So, What do you thing about my new meal?

It is not enough salt

And what about the sauce?

It is too hot

There is very good, mom!
What I would like to say and finally don’t

« I love you as you are »

if I say that he will never change

He irritates me with his remarks! He is dissatisfied!

« You are IMPOSSIBLE! you never stop! »
What he needs to know

Dad, do you know if there is someone or something perfect in the world?

Nothing is perfect! Why?

So why always look for it?

Because if we say it’s perfect people never improve.

But if you always find something wrong you can hurt and discourage the person.

Yes, I understand. But why this question?

Since you are like them...
When we want to eat all together

At table! The dinner is ready!

Me
Mom
Sister

5 minutes later

Dad, we’re waiting for you!

I’m coming!

Me
Mom
Sister
What I do not dare to say

“I like when you tease me”

He does not like when I wheeze

Did you see movies released recently?

I like the same movies as my father

Dad likes action movies
Confrontation at night

-Dad?
-Yes?
-...
-What do you want?
-...
-...
-Ludvine?
-Yes!
-Yes!
-Why do not you answer me?
-I do like you
Is it still OK for this Week end?

Dad : you never told me that you had something this week end

Mom : yes, of course ! We talked about it yesterday.

Dad : I don’t remember ...

I can confirm we're coming to Marie, can't I ?

Dad : And when do you want inform me?

Mom : we did it 3 days ago !
Can’t leave his computer

FIRST

He is playing on his computer when:
- we are watching TV
- We are speaking

Almost all day long

SECOND
The End